A zipped-helix cap potentiates HAMP domain control of chemoreceptor signaling
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Significance

The ability to sense and respond adaptively to environmental changes is central to all forms of life. The bacterial chemotaxis system offers an ideal model system for the study of transmembrane and intracellular signaling mechanisms at the molecular level. Our studies of the Escherichia coli serine chemoreceptor have identified an evolutionarily conserved structural motif that is essential for control of receptor signal output by HAMP (histidine kinases, adenylate cyclases, methyl-accepting proteins, and phosphatases) domains, the versatile input–output devices that operate in a variety of bacterial signaling proteins.
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Environmental awareness is an essential attribute for all organisms. The chemotaxis system of Escherichia coli provides a powerful experimental model for the investigation of stimulus detection and signaling mechanisms at the molecular level. These bacteria sense chemical gradients with transmembrane proteins [methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins (MCPs)] that have an extracellular ligand-binding domain and intracellular histidine kinases, adenylate cyclases, methyl-accepting proteins, and phosphatases (HAMP) and signaling domains that govern locomotor behavior. HAMP domains are versatile input–output elements that operate in a variety of bacterial signaling proteins, including the sensor kinases of two-component regulatory systems. The MCP HAMP domain receives stimulus information and in turn modulates output signaling activity. This study describes mutants of the Escherichia coli serine chemoreceptor, Tsr, that identify a heptad-repeat structural motif (LLF) at the membrane-proximal end of the receptor signaling domain that is critical for HAMP output control. The homodimeric Tsr signaling domain is an extended, antiparallel, four-helix bundle that controls the activity of an associated kinase. The N terminus of each subunit adjoins the HAMP domain; the LLF residues lie at the C terminus of the methylation-helix bundle. We found, by using in vivo Förster resonance energy transfer kinase assays, that most amino acid replacements at any of the LLF residues abrogate chemotactic responses to serine and lock Tsr output in a kinase-active state, impervious to HAMP-mediated down-regulation. We present evidence that the LLF residues may function like a leucine zipper to promote stable association of the C-terminal signaling helices, which are coupled in structural opposition to the C-terminal HAMP helices through an intervening phase stuffer (16, 18, 21, 22). The oppositional coupling between HAMP and the signaling elements it controls may poise receptors so that small changes in free energy upon ligand binding can propagate meaningful conformational or dynamics changes throughout the molecule (3, 17, 18, 23, 24).

The HAMP domains of sensor kinases and MCP chemoreceptors seem to employ a common mechanism for input–output control (18). However, the output domains of sensor kinases and MCPs have rather different structures. The catalytic domains of sensor kinases are globular with a helical extension in each subunit connected to the HAMP domain. HAMP conformational changes modulate kinase activity by manipulating those control helices (1, 2, 25, 26). In contrast, the output signaling domains of chemoreceptors form a long antiparallel, four-helix bundle, with a direct HAMP connection to the N-terminal helix of each subunit (Fig. 1). How might a HAMP domain manipulate the four-helix bundle of an MCP signaling domain to modulate the receptor’s output state?
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Succes in the biological world depends on the ability to sense and respond adaptively to environmental cues. Bacteria use two extensively studied stimulus-response systems to cope with a wide variety of selective challenges: two-component signaling pathways that mediate changes in gene expression and chemotaxis signaling pathways that control locomotor behaviors (1–4). Bacterial signaling systems offer powerful models for exploring molecular mechanisms of stimulus detection and response. The simplest two-component pathways comprise a transmembrane sensor kinase that detects an environmental stimulus and a cytoplasmic response regulator that produces an adaptive change in gene expression, enabling the cell, for example, to metabolize a newfound nutrient or to inactivate a toxic compound. The simplest chemotaxis pathways comprise a set of transmembrane chemoreceptors, known as methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins (MCPs), and six or more cytoplasmic proteins that transmit receptor signals to the locomotor machinery. This sensory system enables cells to track chemical gradients, an ability that can lead to more complex behaviors such as biofilm formation or host colonization (5–9).

Sensor kinases and MCP molecules have similar architectures: both are typically homodimeric, with membrane-spanning helices connecting their extracellular sensing domain to their cytoplasmic signaling domain. Many sensor kinases and MCPs contain a histidine kinases, adenylate cyclases, methyl-accepting proteins, and phosphatases (HAMP) domain on the cytoplasmic side of the cell membrane between transmembrane helices and the output signaling domain. HAMP domains are versatile signaling modules that negotiate the conformational interactions between input and output signaling elements. A variety of HAMP signaling mechanisms have been proposed, from discrete two-state models (10–15) to dynamics-based models involving a range of metastable conformational states (16–20). In essence, however, all HAMP signaling models posit stimulus-induced changes in the packing stability or geometry of the four-helix HAMP bundle. HAMP signaling shifts, in turn, appear to modulate the packing interactions or orientation of adjoining output domain helices, which are coupled in structural opposition to the C-terminal HAMP helices through an intervening phase stuffer (16, 18, 21, 22). The oppositional coupling between HAMP and the signaling elements it controls may poise receptors so that small changes in free energy upon ligand binding can propagate meaningful conformational or dynamics changes throughout the molecule (3, 17, 18, 23, 24).

The HAMP domains of sensor kinases and MCP chemoreceptors seem to employ a common mechanism for input–output control (18). However, the output domains of sensor kinases and MCPs have rather different structures. The catalytic domains of sensor kinases are globular with a helical extension in each subunit connected to the HAMP domain. HAMP conformational changes modulate kinase activity by manipulating those control helices (1, 2, 25, 26). In contrast, the output signaling domains of chemoreceptors form a long antiparallel, four-helix bundle, with a direct HAMP connection to the N-terminal helix of each subunit (Fig. 1). How might a HAMP domain manipulate the four-helix bundle of an MCP signaling domain to modulate the receptor’s output state?
*Escherichia coli* has four canonical transmembrane receptors of the MCP superfamily: Tar, Tap, Trg, and Tsr (27). A fifth receptor, Aer, is an integral membrane protein that senses the redox state of the cell but lacks a periplasmic sensing domain (28, 29). These receptors function as homodimers of subunits that are approximately 500 residues in length. Tsr, the serine chemoreceptor and subject of the present study, exemplifies their common architectural features (Fig. 1A). The Tsr signaling domain is an extended, antiparallel, four-helix bundle. Its hairpin tip promotes interactions with other receptor dimers and with two cytoplasmic proteins: CheA, a histidine autokinase, and CheW, which couples CheA activity to receptor control (see ref. 3 for a recent review). Receptor core complexes, the minimal signaling unit, contain two receptor trimers of dimers, one CheA dimer, and two CheW molecules (30). Tsr signaling complexes exhibit two output states: an ON state with high CheA kinase activity and an OFF state with low kinase activity. In the kinase-ON state, CheA transfers a phosphoryl group to CheY, a response regulator that interacts directly with the flagellar basal body, promoting episodes of clockwise rotation of the flagellar motors that cause random changes in swimming direction. Serine stimuli drive output toward the kinase-OFF state to promote counterclockwise motor rotation, which results in the default forward swimming behavior.

The receptor helices interposed between the HAMP domain and signaling hairpin tip comprise a methylation helix (MH) bundle that contains sites for reversible covalent modification by sensory adaptation enzymes. Tsr subunits have three residues in each N-terminal MH1 helix and two in each C-terminal MH2 helix available for adaptational modifications. CheR, an MCP-specific glutamyl methyltransferase, acts on OFF-state receptors, shifting output toward the ON state. CheB, an MCP-specific glutamyl methylesterase and glutaminyl deamidase, operates on ON-state receptors, shifting output toward the OFF state. The receptor modification state is regulated by negative-feedback control of the sensory adaptation process and provides a short-term memory that enables chemoreceptors to detect temporal changes in chemoeffector levels as the cell swims about.

The membrane-proximal HAMP domain of a Tsr homodimer consists of two amphiphilic helices (AS1, AS2) in each subunit, joined by a flexible connector. In the receptor dimer, the parallel four-helix HAMP bundle receives conformational input from the periplasmic sensing domain via its AS1/AS1′ connections to transmembrane helices TM2 and TM2′. The C-terminal HAMP helices (AS2/AS2′) adjoin the N-terminal helices (MH1/MH1′) of the MH bundle and, through those connections, exert conformational control over the receptor’s signaling tip. The four-helix MH bundle terminates at the AS2–MH1 connection point, a region we designate as the MH cap of the receptor (Fig. 1A).

**Fig. 1.** Domains and sequence features of Tsr, the *E. coli* serine chemoreceptor. (A) Cartoon representation of a Tsr homodimer. Cylindrical segments represent α-helices drawn approximately to scale. Circles represent conserved glutaminyl (gray) and glutamyl (white) residues that are modification substrates for the adaptation enzymes CheB and CheR. The enlargement of the MH bundle cap shows the location of the LLF motif residues (yellow), adaptational modification sites [4] and [5] (red), and alanine tract residues (black) near the C terminus of each subunit. (B) Primary structure of the Tsr MH bundle cap. The sequence logo depicts the predominant residues at each MH cap position in 2,428 nonredundant members of the 36H class of chemoreceptors (31, 56, 81). The corresponding Tsr residues are listed between the MH1 and MH2 logos. The curved dotted line represents the remainder of the antiparallel four-helix bundle depicted in A (Left). Heptad residue positions are designated a–g, with hydrophobic coiled-coil packing positions a (light gray) and d (dark gray) highlighted. A phase-stutter segment couples the AS2 helix of HAMP to MH1 in a different packing register (16, 18). Adaptation sites [4] and [5] in MH2 flank the A tract; yellow stars designate the highly conserved LLF motif residues.
The cytoplasmic signaling domains of MCP molecules fall into different length classes defined by the number of coiled-coil heptad repeats they contain (31). *E. coli* receptors belong to the 36H class, with 18 heptads in the N-helices and 18 in the C-helices. Strikingly, most MCP subtypes (34H, 36H, 38H, 40H, 44H) contain three highly conserved residues in the C-terminal helices of the MH cap: two leucines and a phenylalanine, each spaced seven residues apart in *d* heptad positions for coiled-coil packing (Fig. 1B). This LLF residue motif is a defining feature of MCPs (31), but its function has never been explored to our knowledge. In this study, we characterize the signaling properties of Tsr LLF mutants and show that this motif potentiates an MH cap structure that facilitates HAMP signaling control. Our findings provide molecular insight into the mechanistic basis for HAMP signaling transactions in chemoreceptors.

## Results

### Mutational Analysis of the Tsr LLF Motif

To explore the signaling roles of the LLF motif residues in Tsr, we constructed and characterized a series of mutant receptors with all possible single amino acid replacements at Tsr residues L501, L508, and F515. Mutant receptors, hereafter designated LLF*, were generated by all-codon mutagenesis of Tsr expression plasmid pRR53 (32, 33). The mutant plasmids were then tested in a receptor-less host strain (U2612) for their ability to support serine chemotaxis. We found that most LLF* receptors failed to support serine chemotaxis on tryptone semisolid agar (Fig. 2 and Fig. S1). Polar side-chain replacements at any LLF residue abrogated Tsr function, whereas each LLF position tolerated some aliphatic and aromatic amino acid replacements (Fig. 2). These findings suggest that the WT LLF residues contribute to hydrophobic packing interactions that are important for the proper structure and function of the Tsr MH cap.

The LLF residues lie at *d* positions of the Tsr heptad repeats that comprise hydrophobic packing interfaces of the chemoreceptor cytoplasmic domain (Fig. 1). However, S494, the *d* residue in the heptad adjacent to L501, is hydrophilic rather than hydrophobic (Fig. 1B). All-codon mutagenesis revealed that, unlike the LLF motif residues, hydrophilic and hydrophilic amino acid replacements at S494 supported chemotaxis (Fig. S1). Only phenylalanine and proline were not tolerated at the residue 494 position, suggesting that there could be a structural transition of some sort between the LLF residues of the MH cap and the remainder of the MH bundle.

To confirm that the signaling defects of LLF* receptors were not a result of changes in their expression or stability, we quantified the steady-state intracellular levels of the mutant receptors by gel electrophoresis and immunoblotting (*Materials and Methods*). All LLF* receptors were present at 0.6–1.6 of the WT Tsr level (Fig. S1). Moreover, Tsr-L508M, the mutant with the lowest expression level, exhibited essentially WT function (Fig. 2A), indicating that the functional defects of other LLF* receptors were not simply caused by reduced expression level.

### Epistasis and Dominance Tests of LLF* Receptors

To gain insight into the nature of the structural changes caused by LLF* lesions, we asked whether mutant receptors with substantial loss-of-function defects could impair the signaling properties of WT chemoreceptors through epistatic or dominant interactions (32, 34). For epistasis tests, we expressed Tsr-LLF* receptors in a host strain containing WT aspartate receptor (Tar) molecules and examined the cells’ ability to carry out serine and aspartate chemotaxis. Tsr and Tar receptors can operate together in mixed trimers of dimers (34–37), but some mutant Tsr receptors can block or “jam” Tar function (i.e., epistasis), whereas others can regain Tsr function (i.e., “rescue”) in mixed trimers (32). For dominance tests, we expressed Tsr-LLF* subunits in host strains containing Tsr subunits that had a recessive lesion (R69E or T156K) in the serine-binding domain (16, 33). Heterodimers containing the ligand-binding defect in one subunit and a recessive LLF* lesion in the other subunit will have Tsr function, whereas a dominant LLF* subunit will spoil heterodimer function.

Many of the LLF* mutants proved to have recessive defects (32 of 45), suggesting that their structural alterations were compensated by the corresponding WT residue in a Tsr heterodimer (Fig. 2B). However, only a few recessive lesions were functionally recoverable, indicating that mutant Tsr homodimers could not benefit from the presence of WT Tar partners in mixed trimers of receptor dimers (Fig. 2B). Some LLF* receptors jammed Tar function; most of those had a basic or acidic side chain at residue L501 or L508 (Fig. 2B), whereas corresponding replacements at F515 did not produce epistatic defects (Fig. 2B). These functional differences probably reflect the solvent-accessible..
Materials and Signaling properties of Tsr-LLF* receptors in an adaptation-deficient host. The CheR enzyme acts on receptors in receptorless host strain UU2567 (CheR− CheB+; Materials and Methods). In this strain, WT Tsr produces 50% kinase inhibition in response to ~20 µM serine (broken vertical line). The mutant receptors are indicated with single-letter designations for their amino acid replacements. Mutant receptors that failed to activate CheA were classified as NR and kinase-OFF (i.e., NR-OFF). The majority of LLF mutant receptors elicited CheA kinase activity that could not be inhibited by a serine stimulus (i.e., NR-ON).

Fig. 3. Signaling properties of Tsr-LLF* receptors in an adaptation-deficient host. Mutant pRR53 derivatives were characterized with in vivo FRET kinase assays in receptorless host strain UU2567 (CheR− CheB+; Materials and Methods). In this strain, WT Tsr produces 50% kinase inhibition in response to ~20 µM serine (broken vertical line). The mutant receptors are indicated with single-letter designations for their amino acid replacements. Mutant receptors that failed to activate CheA were classified as NR and kinase-OFF (i.e., NR-OFF). The majority of LLF mutant receptors elicited CheA kinase activity that could not be inhibited by a serine stimulus (i.e., NR-ON).

Signaling Properties of LLF* Receptors. We characterized the ability of mutant receptors to regulate CheA kinase activity in response to serine stimuli with an in vivo Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET)-based kinase assay (38, 39). This assay follows CheA autophosphorylation activity, the rate-limiting step in CheY phosphorylation, through a FRET interaction between YFP-tagged CheY and CFP-tagged CheZ, a phosphatase that preferentially interacts with CheY-P. FRET dose–response data were fitted with a multisite Hill equation, yielding values for serine sensitivity ($K_{1/2}$, the attractant concentration that inhibits 50% of the kinase activity) and for response cooperativity (the Hill coefficient).

We first evaluated LLF* receptors in a strain lacking other receptors and the adaptation enzymes CheR and CheB (UU2567; CheR− CheB−). In the absence of adaptation enzymes, the Tsr molecules retain a QEQEE residue pattern at the five modification sites in each subunit: the glutamyl (E) sites are unmethylated; the glutaminyl (Q) sites mimic the signaling properties of glutamyl-methyl ester (Em) modifications. In UU2567, most of the LLF* mutants failed to down-regulate CheA activity in response to serine stimuli; the few responsive receptors all had hydrophobic or aromatic replacements (Fig. 3). To determine which LLF* mutants were able to activate the CheA kinase, we subjected cells carrying nonresponsive (NR) receptors to a KCN “stimulus,” which collapses the cellular level of ATP, the phosphodonor for the CheA autophosphorylation reaction. Receptors that activate CheA will respond to KCN with a decrease in the YFP/CFP ratio, providing a measure of their kinase activity in the absence of a traditional attractant response (40). Five NR receptor mutants showed little or no kinase activity in the KCN test (Fig. 3, NR-OFF); all other NR LLF* receptors activated CheA to approximately WT levels (Fig. 3, NR-ON).

Effects of Individual Sensory Adaptation Enzymes on the Signaling Properties of LLF* Receptors. The CheR enzyme acts on receptors in the OFF state and shifts their output toward the ON state by methylating E modification sites (reviewed in refs. 3 and 41). The CheB enzyme recognizes receptors in the ON state and shifts their output toward the OFF state by hydrolyzing Em sites and by deamidating Q sites to E sites. To determine whether the signal outputs of LLF* receptors responded to sensory adaptation enzymes, we conducted FRET experiments in E. coli strains containing the modification enzyme most likely to alter the location of F515 at the end of the MH cap and the more buried chemical environments of L508 and L501 (Fig. 1).

Fig. 4. Signaling properties of Tsr-LLF* receptors in hosts containing a single sensory-adaptation enzyme. Mutant pRR53 derivatives were characterized with in vivo FRET kinase assays in receptorless host strain UU2697 (CheR− CheB+) and/or strain UU2699 (CheR− CheB−; Materials and Methods). Horizontal gray and black broken lines respectively indicate the $K_{1/2}$ of WT Tsr in the UU2700 (CheR− CheB*) and UU2567 (CheR− CheB*) hosts. Diamonds indicate $K_{1/2}$ values of receptors in strain UU2567 (CheR− CheB*; Fig. 3); tips of dark gray arrows indicate response values in UU2697 (CheR+); tips of light gray arrows indicate response values in UU2699 (CheB+). Mutant receptors that exhibited responses in UU2567 (Fig. 3) were tested in UU2697 and UU2699. Receptors with NR-OFF behavior in UU2567 were tested in the UU2697 host; dark gray diamonds indicate no change in behavior. Receptors with NR-ON behavior in UU2567 were tested in the UU2699 host; light gray diamonds indicate no change in behavior. The F515Y receptor exhibited variable high $K_{1/2}$ responses in UU2699 (broken light gray arrow). The F515L and F515M receptors exhibited paradoxical signaling changes (see text): F515L shifted from NR-ON to NR-OFF behavior in the CheR− host (UU2697) and F515M shifted to NR-ON behavior in the CheB− host (UU2699).
output of each mutant receptor: NR-OFF receptors were evaluated in a CheR-containing host (UU2679; CheR+ CheB−) and NR-ON receptors were evaluated in a CheB-containing host (UU2699; CheR− CheB+). All but three of the NR-ON receptors remained kinase-ON and NR in the CheB+ host (Fig. 4). Two receptors (F515Y and L508V) became responsive to serine; one (L501G) shifted to NR-OFF behavior. These three receptors are evidently subject to CheB modifications that shift their output toward the kinase-OFF state. Two NR-OFF receptors (L508W, L501W) became responsive to serine in the CheR+ host; one (L501H) shifted to NR-ON behavior (Fig. 4). These receptors are evidently subject to CheR modifications that shift their output toward the kinase-ON state. Two mutant receptors (F515L, L508H) remained kinase-OFF and NR in the CheR+ host (Fig. 4).

The few LLF* receptors that responded to serine in a host lacking both adaptation enzymes (Fig. 3) were tested in each of the single-enzyme hosts (Fig. 4). The F515W; L508F, M; and L501V, M, F receptors showed little change in behavior in the CheR+ host but had enhanced serine sensitivity in the CheB+ host. These signaling responses to adaptation enzymes are similar to those of WT Tsr (Fig. 4). In contrast, the F515M receptor shifted to NR-ON behavior in the CheB+ host, an inverted output response to CheB modifications.

Adaptational Modification Effects on F515* Receptors. Most LLF* receptors were not able to support chemotaxis in an adaptation-proficient host strain (UU2612; CheR+ CheB+; Fig. 2), suggesting that they might be defective substrates for one or both of the sensory adaptation enzymes. To explore this issue in greater detail, we compared the signaling properties of selected F515* receptors in an adaptation-proficient FRET host (UU2700; CheR+ CheB+) vs. their substrate properties for modification in host strains containing one or both of the adaptation enzymes. Adaptational modifications of mutant receptor molecules were detected as mobility shifts in denaturing polyacrylamide gels, as exemplified in Fig. 5C and summarized in Fig. 5B (42–46). Three receptors (F515M, Y, W) that were serine-responsive in UU2700 exhibited WT modification patterns with one or both enzymes (Fig. 5). In contrast, nearly all receptors that were NR-ON in the host lacking adaptation enzymes (UU2567) remained NR and kinase-ON in UU2700. Those tested for modifications (F515A, V, K, D, N, S, G) proved to be very poor substrates for both enzymes (Fig. 5), implying that their MH bundles have a non-native structure. The F5151 receptor exhibited NR-OFF behavior in UU2700 and was poorly modified by CheB, but extensively modified by CheR. These properties are consistent with a receptor that is conformationally locked in the native kinase-OFF signaling state. The modification properties of the F515L receptor were nearly identical to F5151, but its signaling behaviors were just the opposite: the adaptation system drove F515L from NR-ON to NR-OFF behavior, despite extensive CheR modifications that should shift Tsr output toward the ON state (Fig. 5). The structural implications of this paradoxical signaling behavior are considered in the Discussion.

Suppression Tests of an MH Cap Structural Model. The cytoplasmic domain of Tsr forms an antiparallel four-helix coiled coil with hydrophobic residues at a and d heptad repeat positions (Fig. 1). The disparity in side-chain volumes at the a (V512, A505) and d (L501, L508, F515) positions of the MH2 cap helices is a structural feature characteristic of leucine zippens in parallel two-helix coiled coils (47–49). Studies using synthetic peptides and a truncated form of the alphavirus nucleocapsid protein have shown that as few as two leucine residues can form a functional leucine zipper (50, 51). If the L501 and L508 residues adopt a leucine zipper-like structure, the F515 residues would also be well positioned to engage in hydrophobic or aromatic stacking interactions (52). A structural model of the Tsr signaling domain from a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation (53) exhibits packing interactions in the MH cap similar to those in leucine zippers (Fig. 6). Notably, interactions between L501–L501* and L508–L508* (Fig. 6C) promote MH2-MH2 packing that is reinforced by potential stacking interactions of F515 and F515* (Fig. 6B).

Because most LLF* mutant receptors were locked in a kinase-ON state, we propose that the LLF motif promotes a zipper-like interaction between the MH2 and MH2 helices that enables Tsr to attain the kinase-OFF output state in response to serine stimuli. Conceivably, LLF* mutants might regain serine responsiveness through a compensatory amino acid change that restores an appropriate MH cap structure or helix-packing stability. To explore this possibility, we selected a variety of L508* and F515* receptors and looked for amino acid replacements at nearby packing residues (V267, V270, V512; Fig. 7A) that could improve their chemotaxis performance on tryptone soft agar plates. Our criteria for positive suppression were (i) that the doubly mutant receptor promote at least 50% of WT performance and (ii) that mutant receptors with either of the individual changes have less function than the doubly mutant receptor. By these criteria, most F515* and L508* mutants could not be suppressed by any amino acid change at V267, V270, or V512 (Fig. 7B).
Two F515 mutants (V, Y) and two L508 mutants (A, I), which retain some hydrophobic character of the WT residues, proved suppressible (Figs. 7C and 8d). With only one exception (V512C), their suppressors had a large hydrophobic replacement (F, I, L) at the targeted valine residue. Several suppressors (V267L, V270L, V270F) compensated lesions at both F515 and L508 (Fig. 7C). Thus, suppression effects were not very allele-specific (Fig. 7C), nor were they strictly confined to residues in direct contact in the MH cap structural model (e.g., L508I/V267L; Fig. 7A). FRET assays in UU2567 (CheR−CheB+) indicated that the functional basis for these suppression effects was a generally additive interaction of the component signaling defects (Fig. 8B). The four suppressible receptors had NR-ON behavior; their suppressors all exhibited NR-OFF (V267L; V270F, I; V512C, L) or OFF-shifted (V267F, V270L) signaling properties. Most of the doubly mutant receptors were able to respond to serine with detection sensitivities intermediate to these opposite events. (A) Summary of negative suppression tests. All-adjacent layer (V270, V512) are shown space-filled. (B) Top-down view of the MH bundle cap. F515 is yellow and V267 (light gray) lie in the same layer; hydrophobic residues V270 (dark gray) and V512 (black) define the packing layer below.

Absence of the LLF Motif in the Aer Receptor. The _E. coli_ Aer receptor is a member of the 36H class of chemoreceptors, yet it does not have the classic type I transmembrane architecture (27) or the LLF heptad residue motif at its MH cap. Instead, Aer has VLL residues at the corresponding LLF positions. To determine whether a Tsr receptor with VLL residues like those in Aer might be functional, we combined the F515L and L501V replacements to create a doubly mutant receptor. The resulting Tsr-VLL receptor failed to support chemotaxis in soft agar plate assays and was unable to respond to serine in FRET assays, much like the F515L single-mutant receptor (Fig. S2).

Discussion

**Signaling Conformations of the Tsr HAMP and MH Bundles.** The HAMP structural changes upon signaling are likely to involve shifts in coiled-coil helix-packing interactions (10, 11, 40, 54). In the kinase-OFF state, the HAMP helices probably pack in a canonical a–d–a heptad arrangement of hydrophobic residues, whereas, in the kinase-ON state, they may adopt a less stable arrangement, for example, complementary y–d packing. A phase stutter couples the Tsr HAMP and MH bundles in structural opposition such that enhanced helix packing in one element accompanies reduced packing stability in the other (16–19). Signaling-related changes in the HAMP AS2/AS2′ helix registrers, transmitted through the stutter connection, probably shift the MH1 and MH1′ helix registers to modulate the strength of their packing interactions in the MH bundle. According to this view, adaptational modifications should influence the packing arrangements of MH bundle helices in a manner similar to the conformational control by HAMP: CheR-promoted methylation would promote more stable helix packing and ON-shifted output; CheB-promoted demethylation would promote more dynamic packing and OFF-shifted output. State-dependent differences in MH bundle packing stability may also govern the substrate preferences of the adaptation enzymes.

**A Zipped-Helix Cap Model of Tsr-HAMP Signaling.** Most amino acid replacements at the LLF motif residues lock Tsr output in a kinase-ON state, implying that the native LLF motif enables the...
receptor to adopt a kinase-OFF output state in response to an attractant stimulus. We propose that the LLF residues produce an MH cap conformation that facilitates HAMP control of the four-helix MH bundle (Fig. 9). That structure could involve stacking of the phenylalanine residues at 515 (Figs. 6B and 7A) and interactions between L508–L508′ and L501–L501′ reminiscent of a leucine zipper (Fig. 6A). The LLF packing layers in this zipped-helix cap (or zipped cap) would likely have a rhomboid cross-section as a result of the disparity in side-chain volumes of the LLF residues and their MH counterparts. Serine responses of singly and doubly mutant receptors were assessed by FRET kinase assays in strain UU2567 (CheR CheB). Suppressors are indicated by gray labels and arrows. Arrowheads meet at the response sensitivities of the doubly mutant receptors.

Fig. 8. Functional properties of singly and doubly mutant receptor proteins. (A) Examples of chemotaxis phenotypes for TsrlLFF* receptors carrying second-site suppressors. Receptorless cells (UU2612; CheR CheB) carrying plasmid pRR53 derivatives expressing Tsr receptors with single and double amino acid replacements were photographed after incubation for 6 h in tryptone soft agar plates at 32.5 °C. (B) Interaction of signaling defects caused by L508A, L508I, F515V, and F515Y and their suppressors. Serine responses of singly and doubly mutant receptors were assessed by FRET kinase assays in strain UU2567 (CheR CheB). Suppressors are indicated by gray labels and arrows. Arrowheads meet at the response sensitivities of the doubly mutant receptors.

packing throughout the entire MH bundle (Fig. 9A). MH bundle conformational changes, in turn, probably elicit—through an intervening flexible region and glycine hinge—opposing stability shifts in the receptor hairpin tip that modulate CheA kinase activity (24, 31, 55, 56).

Several in vitro studies, including hydrogen-exchange MS (57), NMR dynamics approaches (58), and electron paramagnetic resonance (59–61), have demonstrated differential dynamic properties of the MH1 and MH2 helices that are consistent with the zipped-cap model. The in vivo signaling properties of truncated Tar receptors are also consistent with the zipped-cap model (62).

**LLF* Mutant Receptors with Kinase-ON Signaling Properties.** Most replacements at LLF motif residues would be expected to disrupt the critical MH2–MH2′ interactions proposed for the zipped-helix cap (Figs. 6 and 9C). Polar or charged residues should interfere with hydrophobic packing; small hydrophobic residues might not provide sufficiently stable packing interactions. These LLF amino acid replacements should cause fraying of the MH cap helices, which could have two structural consequences: loss of the helix-packing interactions necessary for HAMP control of MH1 and loss of MH cap structural constraints on the MH bundle. We suggest that disruption of the cap allows the MH bundle helices to adopt a very stable nonnative packing arrangement that elicits kinase-ON output but renders the MH helices impervious to both the CheR and CheB adaptation enzymes (Figs. 5B and 9C). As a result of the loss of the native structural interactions between MH cap helices, that kinase activity is also not subject to HAMP stimulus control (Figs. 3 and 5A).

**Unique Structural Role of Phe-515.** Large aliphatic replacements (I, L, M) at Tsr-F515 caused disparate mutant signaling behaviors (Fig. 3). The F515I receptor elicited no kinase activity, even upon extensive methylation by CheR (Figs. 4 and 5). An isoleucine side chain at residue 515 evidently locks the MH cap in an OFF-state structure, presumably similar to the native cap structure induced by an attractant stimulus. In leucine zippers, isoleucine can adopt only one rotameric conformation at the Cβ carbon to avoid steric clash with the α-helix backbone, as a result of its β-branched side chain (63–65). Even then, a shift in the peptide backbone is necessary to accommodate the volume of the isoleucine side chain. If the interaction between F515I–F515I′ produces a slight distortion or rotation of the MH2 helices in the cap, they may no longer provide a suitable hydrophobic packing surface for the MH1 helices, even in the absence of HAMP structural input. In contrast, the F515L receptor exhibited NR, kinase-ON behavior in a host lacking the adaptation enzymes (Fig. 3). Its MH cap is evidently less damaged than those of other locked-ON LLF* mutants because the F515L receptor was a poor substrate for CheB, but an excellent substrate for CheR modifications (Fig. 5B), implying that its MH bundle was not outside the native structural range. Moreover, CheR modification shifted F515L to locked-OFF output (Figs. 4 and 5A), suggesting that enhanced stability of the MH bundle might shift the helix-packing interactions in the F515L MH cap to the F515L mutant configuration. The F515M receptor also exhibited an unusual signaling response to adaptational modification. It produced sensitive serine responses in a host lacking the adaptation enzymes (Fig. 3) and in a host with both enzymes (Fig. 5B), but its output was locked ON in a host with only CheB, whose action should destabilize the MH bundle (Fig. 4). We conclude that the MH cap structures of the F515L and F515M receptors are exquisitely sensitive to changes in MH bundle stability produced by adaptational modifications.

**Second-Site Suppression of MH Cap Lesions.** Consistent with the zipped-cap model, we found that the signaling defects of certain F515 or L508 mutants could be alleviated by a specific amino...
acid change at a neighboring heptad packing position in the MH1 or MH2 helix (Fig. 7A). Only V and Y replacements at residue 515 and A and I replacements at residue 508 were suppressible. The signaling behaviors of the singly and doubly mutant receptors indicate that the suppression mechanism is more complex than volume compensation alone. For example, in a host lacking the adaptation enzymes, the F515V receptor produced locked-ON output and the V267F receptor produced slightly OFF-shifted output, yet the doubly mutant receptor was locked in the OFF state (Fig. 8B). Evidently, these two structural changes have a synergistic destabilizing effect on MH cap stability that produces OFF-state behavior in a cell that lacks a sensory adaptation system.

A HAMP-Containing Receptor That Lacks the LLF Motif. The E. coli Aer protein lacks the LLF residue motif (VLL instead) and the adjacent alanine tract (AQVSAM in Aer vs. AAAAA in most members of the 36H class). We suggest that the absence of these conserved structural features in Aer reflects the different way in which input stimuli control Aer-HAMP signaling. Aer subunits have a cytoplasmic PAS domain at their N terminus with an FAD prosthetic group for monitoring the redox state of an electron transport chain component (28, 29, 66, 67). Redox changes control a direct interaction between the PAS and HAMP domains in the Aer dimer to modulate Aer output signals to the flagellar motors (68). The interaction surface for PAS may extend from the HAMP AS2 helices into proximal MH1 residues (69–71). PAS–MH1 contacts might supplant the LLF cap mechanism for control of MH1–MH2 packing interactions. The finding that VLL residues are unable to support serine chemotaxis in Tsr (Fig. S2) implies that the direct mechanism of input–output control in Aer obviates the need for an LLF motif in the MH cap. This might also be the case for other chemosensors with Aer-like architectures (27, 72).

In summary, we have demonstrated that the conserved LLF motif residues promote structural interactions between the MH cap helices that are critical for proper HAMP domain control of Tsr signal output. These findings explain how two HAMP output helices are able to control the four-helix bundle of MCP signaling domains, a challenge sensor kinases of two-component signaling systems do not have to overcome. The zipped-cap signaling model makes a number of testable mechanistic predictions for further experimental studies of chemoreceptor signaling.

Materials and Methods

Bacterial Strains and Growth Conditions. Derivatives of E. coli strain RP437 (73) used in this study are listed in Table S1. Bacteria were grown in tryptone broth (1% tryptone and 0.5% NaCl wt/vol) at 30 °C with shaking. Antibiotic concentrations for maintenance of plasmids were 100 μg/mL for ampicillin and 25 μg/mL for chloramphenicol unless stated otherwise.

Plasmids. The pBR322-based pRR48 plasmid confers ampicillin resistance and contains an isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG)-inducible tac promoter (32). Plasmid pRR53, a pRR48 derivative, expresses tsr under IPTG control (32). Site-directed tsr mutations were constructed in pRR53 by QuikChange PCR mutagenesis and verified by sequencing the entire protein-coding region (32). FRET reporter plasmid pRR230 is a derivative of pKG116 (74) that expresses cheY-YFP and cheZ-cfp gene fusions under sodium salicylate control (40).
Quantifying Expression of Mutant Tsr Proteins. Assays were performed as previously described (75). Briefly, Tsr proteins were expressed from pRR53 using 100 μM IPTG in E. coli strain UU2610 (CheR− CheE−). Cells were grown to midexponential phase, washed, and then resuspended in 2× Laemmli buffer and boiled for 5 min. Samples were analyzed by SDS/PAGE and immunoblotted with polyclonal rabbit antisera directed against the highly conserved Tsr signaling domain (77). Quantification was performed with ImageJ (78).

Chemotaxis Assays. Serine chemotaxis performance was assessed on tryptone soft agar plates (79). The receptor-less host strain UU2612 was transformed with Tsr mutant plasmids and individual transformant colonies were picked to tryptone plates containing 0.25% agar, 100 μM IPTG, and 50 μg/mL ampicillin. Plates were incubated at 32.5 °C for 6–8 h.

Adaptational Modification Assays. Tsr modification tests were performed as previously described (75). Briefly, Tsr proteins were expressed into host strains containing CheR alone (R−B), UU2632, CheB alone (R−B), UU2611, or CheR and CheB together (R+B, UU2612). Cells were induced with 100 μM IPTG, grown to midexponential phase, washed, and then exposed to 10 mM serine for 20 min. Cells were washed again, lysed by boiling in 2× Laemmli buffer, and analyzed by SDS/PAGE alongside standard samples containing a 1:1:1 mixture of ΔE, ΔEΔQ, and 4Q Tsr proteins. Tsr toxins were visualized by immunoblotting.

FRET in Vivo Kinase Assays. A detailed description of the assay and data analysis is presented in ref. 40. Fluorescence signals were collected for CheY-YFP and CheZ-CFP from plasmid pRR230, along with Tsr constructs from pRR53-based mutant plasmids. The YFP/CFP ratio was calculated, serine responses measured, and data fitted with a multisite Hill equation by using KaleidaGraph 4.5 software (Synergy Software) to obtain K_Hill and Hill-coefficient values. In the absence of a serine response, kinase activities were calculated from the response to 3 mM KCN (40).

Protein Structure Models. PyMOL (Mac) software was used to construct images from the final coordinates of a 2-μs MD simulation of the Tsr QEQE signaling domain (53).
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Fig. S1. Chemotaxis phenotypes and expression levels of Tsr-LLF* proteins. Chemotaxis function of mutant plasmids was evaluated in strain UU2612 (CheR+ CheB+) on tryptone soft agar plates incubated for 5–7 h at 32.5 °C (front histogram bars). Bar shading indicates colony morphology as follows: WT colony diameter and serine ring morphology similar to WT control (white bars); reduced colony diameter and/or aberrant ring morphology (dark gray bars); small colony with no evident serine ring, similar to the vector control (black bars). The steady-state intracellular expression levels of the mutant proteins in strain UU2610 (CheR− CheB−) are shown by light gray bars (behind the white, dark gray, or black bars). Shaded horizontal boxes below the upper three panels summarize dominance, jamming, and rescue behaviors as discussed in Epistasis and Dominance Tests of LLF* Receptors and Fig. 2.
Table S1. Bacterial strains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>Relevant genotype</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UU1623</td>
<td>tsrΔ7028 tapΔ3654 trgΔ100</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UU2377</td>
<td>tsrΔR69E aerΔ1 (tar-tap)Δ5201 trgΔ4543 Δ(recA)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UU2378</td>
<td>tsrΔT156K aerΔ1 (tar-tap)Δ5201 trgΔ4543 Δ(recA)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UU2567</td>
<td>(tar-cheZ)Δ4111 tsrΔ5547 aerΔ1 trgΔ4543 (cheY-cheZ)Δ1215</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UU2610</td>
<td>(tar-cheB)Δ4346 tsrΔ5547 aerΔ1 trgΔ4543</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UU2611</td>
<td>(tar-cheR)Δ4283 tsrΔ5547 aerΔ1 trgΔ4543</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UU2612</td>
<td>(tar-tap)Δ4530 tsrΔ5547 aerΔ1 trgΔ4543</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UU2632</td>
<td>cheBΔ4345 (tar-tap)Δ4530 tsrΔ5547 aerΔ1 trgΔ4543</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UU2697</td>
<td>cheBΔ4345 (tar-tap)Δ4530 tsrΔ5547 aerΔ1 trgΔ4543 (cheY-cheZ)Δ1215</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UU2699</td>
<td>(tar-cheR)Δ4283 tsrΔ5547 aerΔ1 trgΔ4543 (cheY-cheZ)Δ1215</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UU2700</td>
<td>(tar-tap)Δ4530 tsrΔ5547 aerΔ1 trgΔ4543 (cheY-cheZ)Δ1215</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Fig. S2. Chemotactic performance and FRET signaling properties of Tsr-L501V/F515L. These two amino acid replacements mimic the counterparts of the LLF motif residues in the aerotaxis transducer Aer (VLL). (A) Chemotaxis performance of Tsr-F515L, Tsr-L501V, and the F515L/L501V doubly mutant receptor. Plasmid pRR53 derivatives were tested in UU2612 (CheR+ CheB+) on tryptone soft agar plates incubated for 6 h at 32.5 °C. (B) Signaling properties of Tsr-F515L, Tsr-L501V, and the F515L/L501V doubly mutant receptor. Mutant pRR53 derivatives were characterized with in vivo FRET kinase assays in receptorless host strain UU2567 (CheR+ CheB+; Materials and Methods).